Plug-In PCB-Investigator:
„Component Analysis“ finds bottlenecks
between components.
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Component Analysis
Plug-In
After installing the Plug-In you get the new menu item
Open
Settings

.
Save the
settings

Show
components by
packages or
height

Show all
components on top
or bottom

Includes Pins
in the analysis

Start the
analysis

Enter maximum
distance for all
components
and confirm
with OK

Enter maximum
distance for
every single
component
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Component Analysis
Plug-In
Set number of
heights in the list
and confirm with
„Accept“

Add a new height
to the list
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Component Analysis
Plug-In
List of results after the analysis

Filter the list by
using the dropdown menu or by
manual input
Print the list with
Print Preview and
Page Setup

Export the list
as CSV and
copy

Visualize selected
component in the pcb
(also possible by double
click)

Show the list
without filter
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Component Analysis
Plug-In
Activate a by
double-click selected
layer in the layer list

Keep activated
layers activate
when selecting
another layer

Specify the country
setting for the
export as CSV

Set the unit
Include only
selected
components in
the analysis
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Component Anaylsis
Plug-In
Find bottlenecks between components with the „Component Analysis“ Plug-In and guarantee a
smooth production.
First set a filter to sort components by packages or heights or no filter for showing all components of one
layer.
Enter the maximum distance either simultaneously for all components or for every single one.
You can save these settings and work with them the next time.
Analyzing the components grouped by heights, you can determine by how many different heights (File
Create new Groups) or add a new height to the list afterwards.
After the analysis you have different possibilities: Filtering the list to show only certain components or
layers, selecting a component and visualize it on the board and printing or exporting the list as CSV.
With options you can determine if you want selected layers to be activated in the layer list as well and if
you want to keep them activated when further layers are activated. The list can also be created with selected
components only.
With settings you specify the unit and the country setting for the CSV-export for a perfect presentation.
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